Dear FIS/xee customers and potential customers,

The following document gives you a short overview of the new FIS/xee 2018 Release.

Information on our Next Generation version, which has been optimized for SAP S/4 HANA, is available separately and may differ from this information.

For further information, please contact our product management:

produktmanagement@fis-gmbh.de
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1 The Solution - Your Benefits

Our solutions help you integrate business partners and different application systems into your corporate processes. Be it customer or vendor integration or the integration of third-party systems such as mobile/shop solutions etc.: the FIS product portfolio always provides the appropriate solution.

These processes are used across company borders and integrate your business partners via electronic data interchange (EDI = Electronic Data Interchange).

Our product toolset supports your integration and communication processes (EAI = Enterprise Application Integration) and helps you utilize the synergies resulting therefrom.

We have the appropriate solution for you.

Your benefits:

- Optimization and acceleration of the information flow across company borders
- Continuous concatenation of your business processes to avoid media changes
- Intensification of your business relationships and increase of customer retention
- Permanent availability
- Reduction of error rate - no manual data entry required

Components:

- FIS/xee
- FIS/\textit{intcom}®
2 FIS/xee

Processes

- You can use the new “Documentation” tab index to assign additional files to each partner. As a result, any information relative to a partner profile is quickly available and can be easily stored in the system. The files can be clearly managed in a specific documentation management.

- In the event of an error, it is possible to send trace entries, data and subsystem information directly from the subsystem manager (tile “Help/support”) to the support team. The employee can use this information to quickly identify the source of error and restore the smooth operation of the system.

Integration

- With regard to the connection to the SAP Information Lifecycle Management (ILM), it is now possible to archive and (subsequently) delete the data via SAP ILM. Consequently, the data generated by FIS/xee can be processed automatically and more quickly and in accordance to the GDPR.

- FIS/xee Workbench

  - To optimize the handling, a button has been included for importing inbound files in the corresponding structure. As a result, the function can be accessed more quickly and used more easily.

  - While pressing the CTRL key, it is possible to go to the definition of variables, functions, tables and structure nodes. These are underlined once the mouse is moved over them. CTRL+ALT can be clicked to select all objects that can be “navigated”. This enables the user to quickly find information in the system, which further simplifies the operation of the system.

  - The Sap.ReadTable function has been included and can be used for the query of SAP tables. It is recommended to use the “Csv from SAP table” function for generating the message structure. Once the function has been called, the CSV structure will contain the data returned by the SAP system according to the specified selection. This enables the quick import of specific data from the SAP system to the mapping.

  - Many more function optimizations further simplify and accelerate the development of mappings.
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